Improving the reconstruction quality with extension and apodization of the digital hologram.
To suppress the aperture diffraction and spectral leakage effects in the reconstruction process of the digital hologram and to maintain the original information recorded in the hologram, a novel reconstruction method based on extension and apodization of the digital hologram is presented, by which the original hologram can be extended by filling the average intensity values of the boundary, and the extended hologram is apodized by use of the constructed window function. As a sample, the digital hologram of the static particle field is recorded and numerically extended and then apodized with the appointed window. Finally, an unabridged and clear digital holographic image is reconstructed from the extended and apodized hologram. The experimental results confirm that this method cannot only eliminate the black-and-white diffraction fringes in the reconstructed image, but also attain the unabridged image with high quality.